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The crystallographic and magnetic properties of Ho
x-ray diffraction, superconducting quantum interfe
spectroscopy. It has a hexagonal space group P63c
=11.402 Å at room temperature. The magnetic susc
where the Curie–Weiss temperature was determine
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below TN=72 K exhibit the six-line patterns, which coa
quadrupole splitting value at TN was �EQ=1.79±0.01 m
that the direct observation of a coupling for the electric a
by Mössbauer spectroscopy. © 2006 American Institute

I. INTRODUCTION

Despite the coexistence of ferroelectric and magnetism
in multiferroic compounds, a pronounced interplay between
theses properties had rarely been observed. However, there
have been recent discoveries of intriguing spin-lattice cou-
pling effects in the multiferroic HoMnO3 material.1–3 The
hexagonal HoMnO3 system is a well known a prototype mul-
tiferroic where the Ho–O displacements give rise to a ferro-
electric moment �TC=875 K� along the c axis, the Mn mo-
ments order at 72 K, and the order parameters are naturally
coupled through the Ho–Mn exchange and anisotropy
interactions.4 In the crystal structure, there are six formula
units per unit cell and six Mn atoms are located on the z
=0 and z=1/2 planes, respectively.5 It was reported that the
magnetic moments of Mn ions lie on the ab plane and form
an edge sharing triangular magnetic structure by neutron dif-
fraction studies.5–7 Using the Mössbauer technique we report
evidence for spin-lattice coupling in Fe-doped HoMnO3 and
that the Mn moments occupy a fully frustrated triangular
lattice.

II. EXPERIMENT

The HoMn0.99
57Fe0.01O3 powder was prepared by a stan-

dard solid-state reaction method. All the high purity
�99.999% or better� starting materials of Ho2O3, MnO2, and
57Fe2O3 were mixed, ground, pressed into a cylindrical pel-
let, and sintered at 1200–1400 °C for 12–30 h in air.

The x-ray diffraction patterns were obtained using Phil-
ips X’pert diffractometer with Cu K� radiation source. We
measured magnetization using a commercial superconduct-
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57Fe0.01O3 powder have been studied by

e device measurements, and Mössbauer
ith the lattice constants a0=6.139 and c0

ility follows a Curie–Weiss law behavior,
be �CW=−18 K. The Mössbauer spectra
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ing quantum interference device �SQUID� magnetometer
�MPMS-5XL, Quantum Design� from 2 to 300 K. The
Mössbauer spectra were taken in the temperature range from
4.2 K to room temperature using conventional transmission
geometry with a 57Co �-ray source �50 mCi� in the Rh ma-
trix. Doppler velocity scale was calibrated by Fe metal foil at
room temperature.

III. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

Figure 1 shows the x-ray diffraction �XRD� patterns of
the HoMn0.99

57Fe0.01O3 at room temperature. The XRD pat-
terns were indexed according to the single phase of hexago-
nal space group P63cm, and refined by Rietveld profile
analysis implemented in the FULLPROF program with reason-
able agreement factors �RF=4.04%, RB=5.29%�, as shown in
Table I. The lattice parameters were determined to be a0

=6.139 and c0=11.402 Å, respectively.

FIG. 1. The x-ray diffraction patterns of hexagonal HoMn0.99
57Fe0.01O3 at

room temperature. �Tick markers corresponding to the position of the al-
lowed Bragg reflections.�
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